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BY SCHOOL OF COMMERCE, FINANCE
AND ACCOUNTANCY
Message from Editor's desk
Greetings and Welcome to Volume II issue I of the Newsletter of
School of Commerce, Finance and Accountancy, Christ (Deemed
to be University) Delhi, NCR- “The-Greycells”. Volume II
articulates the double enthusiasm and determination of students
and faculty in the SOCFA.
The new academic session started with positive sentiments, and
many activities were organized to engage and empower students’
learning in the current situation. Dr. Chabi Gupta organized
webinars and talks on contemporary topics to endow students with
voguish and new-fangled concepts like issues in the insurance
sector and stockpiling. Also, five days Capacity Building Program
was organized to reinforce and heighten the organizational,
communication and leadership skills among the students. More
than 150 students from Delhi-NCR and Bangalore campuses
attended the CBP. Dr Amit Malhotra organized the activity of
Picture Perception to reveal the cognitive geometry of the students
in a fun way.
In this issue, The Greycells reflects the positivity embodied by our
students and faculty. A glimpse of faculties’ achievement has been
featured in the issue.
Warmest Regards
Dr. Nitika Sharma
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‘Contemporary Issues in

‘Stock Picking –

Indian Insurance Sector’

Fundamental Analysis

Guest Expert - Mr. Krishan Mishra

Guest Expert - Mr. Pankaj Goel

The budget 2021 announced an increase in the foreign
investment limit for insurance companies from 49% to
74% thereby opening up the sector considerably. In the
wake of this new development, School of Commerce,
Finance and Accountancy organized an invited talk on
Contemporary Issues in Indian Insurance Sector on 17 July
2021 12:30 pm-1:30 pm with the guest expert Mr Krishan
Mishra, Head of North and East India ACCA UK. The talk
was well attended by over 223 students and faculty
members. It was an enriching session, including discussing
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decisions.

issues and opportunities linked to the sector especially after

Accountancy cordially welcomed Mr Pankaj Goel

the IPO of LIC were announced was discussed with a lot of
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enthusiasm. Questions were put forward by students at the

Analysis on 20 July 2021 12:30 pm-1:30 pm and 2:15

end of the session. The feedback was very positive and all
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and discussed various common gaps during the analysis
of financial statements. Overall, the experience was
very great for the students who learned a lot from this
practical workshop. The session was well attended by
over 185 students and faculty members.
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Intensive Capacity Building Program
26th-30th July 2021
A five days Capacity Building Program was organized by the School of Commerce, Finance & Accountancy, CHRIST (Deemed to be
University) Delhi-NCR from 26th to 30th July 2021. The program aimed at inculcating emotional and intellectual competencies in
students and helps them overcome stress and manage time effectively. These include life skills necessary for young learners with a
focus on team-work, problem-solving and decision-making, among others. A plethora of other skills useful for their future professional
and societal roles will also get enhanced during the course of the program. The targeted participants of the CBP were students from all
the five campuses of CHRIST, who are currently in their second or third year. A total number of 173 participants registered for the
CBP out of which 85 participants were associated with different institutions of CHRIST (Deemed to be University).
The CBP commenced on 26th July 2021. Siddharth Gupta, Student Bachelor of Commerce (Honours) Third year, School of
Commerce, Finance & Accountancy acted as the MC of the session. After the inauguration, the First Talk was delivered by Mr. Vikas
Bansal, a graduate engineer from NIT Kurukshetra and an MBA from IIM Indore. Mr. Bansal is currently a Productivity Coach and
Speaker and works in the area of Entrepreneurship, Communication and Sales performance. One of his videos has also been featured in
the “Josh Talks.” In addition to this his book “Be Your Boss” has been an Amazon #1 Best Seller in India and US. Mr. Vikas Bansal
explained the importance of creating a positive first impression and
emphasized its significance in attaining the interest of the panelist during an interview. He highlighted the fact that we have just a few
seconds to make a good first impression and it's almost impossible to change it once it's happened. Hence he told is various strategies to
achieve the same effectively and efficiently.
The second session of the day was delivered by Ms. Shivangi Narula, a certified IELTS trainer, an educationist, Communications and
soft skills trainer, Language and Development specialist. Ma’am is also an entrepreneur and has brought a premium brand in Faridabad
named “Shivangi the ILETS Trainer”. In addition to this ma’am has been titled with the LinkedIn's Most Powerful Profile of 2020. The
theme of the Talk was “Personality Development”. During her talk Ms. Narula explained various ways to make our personality more
vibrant. She highlighted that we all possess certain personality traits that set us apart from the rest.
On 27th July 2021, the lecture was delivered by Ashwini Dasgupta, a qualified MBA (HR) from Management Institute- NMIMS,
Mumbai. Ma’am is a Trained Image Consultant & Soft Skills Trainer from Image Consulting Business Institute and an NLP Trainer
from NFNLP, US. Ms. Dasgupta believes in having Your Confidence and Self Esteem at peak in every stage of life and feels great
about yourself of who you are. She comes with an experience of 15 + years in the Human Resource Function and has worked with top
organizations like Nomura (erstwhile Lehman Brothers) Amazon to her credit. She has been conducting training in multiple
organizations and has also been involved in one on one coaching. To begin with, ma’am emphasized the necessity of building ourselves
the way one builds a brand. She explained that we all are products and our aim is to be a better product. The Second lecture of the day
was delivered by Kanika Dalmia, bachelors in Psychology and MBA in HR and Marketing, ma’am has spent two years motivating and
inspiring audiences to get out of their comfort zone and become better version of themselves. With a rich corporate experience as a
Business Analyst in MakeMyTrip, and an impeccable record of excellent performance, she has proven many times that she is a resultoriented professional. The theme of the talk was “Mental Health and Wellness”. Ms. Dalmia began her session by discussing how
mental health is important at every stage of life, from childhood and adolescence through adulthood. Thereafter, she deep dived into the
topic and made us aware that mental health includes our emotional, psychological, and social well-being. It affects how we think, feel,
and act. It also helps determine how we handle stress, relate to others, and make choices. She also discussed the criteria through which
one can differentiate between mental health and wellness.
On the third day of the CBP, the first session was conducted by Ms. Ashwini Dasgupta. The theme of the session was “Corporate
Etiquette & Grooming”. The speaker highlighted the necessity of sensible attire at workplace and how this gesture helps a person make
a positive impression. In addition to this, dressing sensibly not only makes you feel confident throughout the day but also helps to
maintain the decorum of the place, as one must always respect the organisation they work in. The Second session of the day was titled
“Time Management Skills” and was conducted by Kanika Dalmia, she discussed various skills like Prioritizing, Delegation, Decisionmaking, Goal setting, Multitasking, Problem solving, Strategic thinking, Scheduling, Managing appointments and Record keeping to
manage time to its maximum potentiality.
The Fourth day of the CBP i.e. 29th July began with a session on Public Speaking by Ms. Shivangi Narula, a certified IELTS trainer,
an educationist, Communications and soft skills trainer, Language and Development specialist. She explained at length, with various
examples about the necessity of becoming a confident, compelling speaker, be it speaking face to face to a live audience or talking in a
team meeting, while giving a presentation etc.
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Intensive Capacity Building Program
26th-30th July 2021
The second session of the day was conducted by Ms. Aanchal Choudhary, a result oriented HR professional with over 6 years of
experience in handling variety of HR functions. She is a post graduate in Human Resources from Amity University and has worked in
diverse industries like Hospitality, Background verification firms & Tech logistics. Ma’am is currently associated with mFilterIt as an HR
Manager where she is managing the employee life cycle, manpower planning, retaining talent and executing best practices in the
organization. The theme of her session was “Facing Interviews, GDs & Writing Resume” wherein she detailed about ways to prepare for
an interview or a group discussion. She also elaborated the techniques of writing an impactful resume.
The final day of the CBP i.e. 30th July began with a Session titled “Leadership Skills”. During the session, Mr. Vikas Bansal acted as the
facilitator and appraised us about the various skills which a leader must possess like Patience, Empathy, Active listening, Reliability,
Dependability, Creativity, Positivity, Effective feedback, Timely communication, Team building, Flexibility and so on. The second
session was conducted by Ms. Sulagna Kapoor, an MBA graduate with 17+ years of experience across media, education, fashion and
EdTech. She loves being intellectually stimulated. Ma’am seeks to learn everyday and that is one thing that keeps me going. Travelled the
world extensively and understand the value of life truly & deeply, her motto in life is to live and let live! Ma’am made the participants
aware about the Interpersonal Skills wherein she explained that interpersonal skill is any competence facilitating interaction and
communication with others where social rules and relations are created, communicated, and changed in verbal and nonverbal ways.
The CBP concluded with a vote of thanks proposed by Shruti Khare, Student Bachelor of Commerce (Honours) Third year, School of
Commerce, Finance & Accountancy and Dr S. Pramila, Professor, School of Commerce, Finance & Accountancy. Dr S. Pramila and Dr
Chabi Gupta acted as the Faculty Coordinator of the CBP. Among the Student Coordinators, we had Siddharth Gupta, Shruti Khare, Ankit
Kumar, Anirban Pathak and Pragati Budhiraja.
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Faculty Achievements
Dr. Amit Malhotra, Associate
Professor, School of Commerce,
Finance
and
Accountancy
published a Patent titled " A
System
for
Measuring
Compatibility
between
Management Entities with its
Behavioral Effects and Method
thereof "
Dr. Nitika Sharma has completed
innovation ambassador training
program of Ministry of Education's
Innovation Cell and AICTE for
foundation level during the period
from 30 June - 30 July 2021 in
online mode.

Picture Perception
School of Commerce, Finance and Accounting organized
a narrative activity titled “Picture Perception “on 27th
July 2021 during the activity hour.
The participants were provided with two distinct images
upon which they were called to reflect and express their
thoughts in no less than two hundred words in respect of
each image. This activity was subjected to a time limit of
50 minutes.
The activity was aimed at provoking thoughts and
imagination coupled with an element of spontaneity as
the participants think and express themselves within a
limited time span.
The activity enlisted overwhelming participation from
the students of all courses and semesters. The responses
were vivid and exciting in terms of ideas and their
elucidation.
The activity was pertinently coordinated by Siddharth
Gupta and Shruti Khare of B.Com (Honours) 5th
Semester.

Autistic Pride Day: A
Celebration Day for
Autistic People.
By Harsh Bansal
On June 18 every year, we celebrate Autistic Pride
Day. This day is celebrated to raise the awareness of
people with Autism Spectrum Disorder. This day
reminds us to respect the people with Autism
disorder also not to see them with their disabilities,
but as equal individuals.
Autistic Pride Day was first celebrated by Aspies
For Freedom (AFF) in 2005. It also reminds us that
Autistic people are also an important part of our
human lives. On this day, all over the world, many
events are celebrated but due to this Covid-19
pandemic, it is impossible to celebrate physically.
World Health Organization (WHO) says that, in
every 160 children, there is 1 child with this
disability. And World Health Organization (WHO)
suggest families must create an environment, where
an Autistic child does not feel lonely and can engage
with different normal activities, which a normal
child can do like cooking, shopping, reading etc.
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